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Abstract

Mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes perform a wide range of chemical reactions. Still, the catalytic mechanisms are
usually remarkably similar, with formation of a key oxoferryl (Fe(IV)=O) intermediate through two well-defined steps.
First, two-electron reduction of dioxygen occurs to form a peroxo species, followed by O-O bond cleavage. Even though
the peroxo species have different chemical character in various enzyme families, the analogies between different enzymes
in the group make it an excellent base for investigating factors that control metal-enzyme catalysis. We have used
density-functional theory to model the complete chemical reaction mechanisms of several enzymes, e.g., for aromatic and
aliphatic hydroxylation, chlorination, and oxidative ring-closure. Reactivity of the Fe(IV)=O species is discussed with
focus on electronic and steric factors determining the preferred reaction path. Various spin states are compared, as well
as the two reaction channels that stem from involvement of different frontier molecular orbitals of Fe(IV)=O. Further,
the two distinctive species of Fe(IV)=O, revealed by Mössbauer spectroscopy, and possibly relevant for specificity of
aliphatic chlorination, can be identified. The stability of the modeling results have been analyzed using a range of
approaches, from active-site models to multi-scale models that include classical free-energy contributions. Large effects
from an explicit treatment of the protein matrix (∼10 kcal/mol) can be observed for O2 binding, electron-transfer and
product release.
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1. Introduction1

Iron proteins are involved in a wide variety of biologi-2

cal processes. One reason behind the important role of3

iron in biology is the possibility to finely tune its chemical4

properties with different coordination environments. Sev-5

eral classes of iron enzymes exist, e.g., iron-sulfur, heme6

iron, and non-heme iron. In the latter, iron is coordi-7

nated by several amino acid side chains, e.g., histidine, ty-8

rosine, aspartate, and glutamate[1]. Among the mononu-9

clear non-heme iron enzymes, there exist several appar-10

ently unrelated proteins, with similar active sites that still11

catalyze a wide range chemical reactions, such as desat-12

urations, oxidative cyclizations, mono-oxygenations and13

di-oxygenations, hydro-peroxidations and epoxidations [2–14

4]. Despite the difference in the outcome of the chemi-15

cal reactions, the catalytic mechanisms for many of them16

are remarkably similar, with formation of an oxoferryl17

(Fe(IV)=O) species as a key intermediate, see Figure 1[5,18

6]. The large diversity in reactivity between enzymes with19

similar active sites makes this class an excellent target for20

investigations of enzyme catalysis.21

Figure 1: Fe(IV)=O intermediate in the mononuclear non-
heme iron enzyme isopenicillin N synthase. The structure
is obtained using a QM:MM model (QM atoms shown in
ball-and-stick representation).

The present review outlines how theoretical modeling,22

mainly using density-functional theory (DFT), can be used23

to clarify the important similarities and differences in this24

class of enzymes. Detailed results are presented e.g., for25

different α-ketoacid dependent dioxygenases (αKAD) [7],26

tetrahydrobiopterin-dependent hydroxylases (THBH) [8],27

and isopenicillin N synthase (IPNS) [9]. Modeling results28

for non-heme enzymes that are not discussed in the present29

article can be found in references [10–13]. For computa-30

tional studies of mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes by31

other groups, see e.g., references [14–17].32

In this article, the different roles of theoretical mod-33

eling, and their connection to experimental data, are dis-34

cussed. Further, it is shown how important conclusions35

can be drawn, even for systems where the calculations are36

not very accurate and there is lack of experimental data to37

compare with. This requires an understanding of the ac-38

curacy of both, for the quantum chemistry modeling of the39

chemical reaction, and for the treatment of the surround-40

ing protein matrix. To better understand the latter factor,41

the stability of the results for IPNS have been evaluated42

when going from an active-site model to a quantum me-43

chanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) model that also44

includes free-energy contributions.45

2. Computational approach46

The enzymatic reactions have been analyzed based on cal-47

culations of the full reaction energy diagram using hy-48

brid density functionals, typically B3LYP[18]. The gen-49

eral idea is to discriminate between alternative mecha-50

nisms, by showing that only one alternative has reaction51

barriers consistent with the experimentally observed rate.52

This approach is widely used for the study of enzymatic53

mechanisms, but it has two major drawbacks: relatively54

weak connections to experiment, discussed in section 7,55

and large uncertainties in the computational results.56

To draw relevant conclusions from these mechanistic57

studies requires that the difference in energy between two58

alternatives, i.e., the barrier height between two mecha-59

nistic proposals, is larger than the error in the compu-60

tational results. All density functionals have large mean61

absolute deviations for transition-metal test sets, with er-62

rors for B3LYP of ∼12 kcal/mol[19, 20]. However, these63

benchmarks are direct metal-metal or metal-ligand bonds,64

while reactions in transition metal enzymes mainly concern65

bonds in organic molecules bound to metals. An optimistic66

view of the average errors for B3LYP in transition-metal67

catalyzed reactions is an estimate of ∼5 kcal/mol[21, 22].68

Further, most DFT functionals underestimate the reac-69

tion barriers of organic reactions, with B3LYP having a70

mean absolute error of ∼3 kcal/mol[20]. It has been ar-71

gued that the same relation does not hold for transition72

states in redox reactions because they have a higher degree73

of multi-reference character[22], but no proper benchmark74

tests have been performed so far.75

To overcome the clear limitations in the computational76

accuracy, one possibility is to use a semi-empirical ap-77

proach, e.g., to start from an experimental observation,78

and then adapt one or more empirical parameters to fit79

the experimental data. In DFT calculations of transition-80

metal complexes, the important parameter is the amount81

of Hartree-Fock exchange in the functional, with values of82

∼10-15 % suggested for some iron complexes[23, 24]. The83

problem with a more empirical approach is that is not clear84

that the parameters adapted to match one set of data also85

gives the best description of reaction energies or transition-86

state barriers. There are functionals that perform better87
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than B3LYP in benchmark tests[20], but experience with88

transition-metal systems have shown that the accuracy of89

a certain functional depends strongly on the type of reac-90

tion. The widespread use of B3LYP has provided a better91

understanding of its successes and failures, and has also92

made it possible to compare results for related enzymes93

from different studies.94

For transition-metal enzymes, additional uncertainty95

comes from the modeling of the protein environment. In96

the present review most calculations have been performed97

using active-site QM models that include 50-200 atoms.98

To better understand the potential effects of an explicit99

inclusion of the entire protein, the reaction energy dia-100

gram of IPNS is studied using a range of methods, from101

an active-site model to a QM/MM model that includes102

classical free-energy contributions[25–28]. Detailed results103

will be discussed separately in section 6, but protein effects104

can be significant (∼10 kcal/mol) for electron-transfer re-105

actions (large change in dipole moment) or when bind-106

ing/releasing molecules to/from the active site is calcu-107

lated.108

As a rule of thumb, energy differences smaller than109

5 kcal/mol are inconclusive, while values larger than 10110

kcal/mol can be considered relatively certain, unless a111

large protein effect is expected. Energy differences be-112

tween 5-10 kcal/mol must be treated with care, and the113

sensitivity of the modeling should be tested by changing114

e.g., the functional or the treatment of environmental ef-115

fects.116

3. Biosynthesis of Fe(IV)=O117

The most common purpose for which Nature uses oxoferryl118

species is oxidation of chemically inert substrates. Since119

reactions involving such compounds and Fe(IV)=O typi-120

cally involve energy barriers of around 15 kcal/mol[29, 30],121

the oxoferryl species itself needs to be a stable intermed-122

iate, preferentially with an energy lower than the preceding123

stable structure, so that the concentration of Fe(IV)=O124

is sufficient for the catalytic reaction to advance. This125

“low energy postulate” is realized in catalytic reactions of126

mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes (MNIE) firstly, by127

involvement of powerful reductants which provide elec-128

trons necessary for initial two-electron reduction of O2,129

and second, by cleavage of the O-O bond in a manner130

that guarantees that the leaving oxygen atom exits the re-131

action with two covalent bonds[31]. This general scheme132

of Fe(IV)=O biosynthesis is illustrated in the Figure 2 for133

three representative systems: α-ketoacid dependent dioxy-134

genases (αKAD), tetrahydrobiopterin-dependent hydrox-135

ylases (THBH), and isopenicillin N synthase (IPNS).136

3.1. Reaction energy diagrams137

As emphasized in Figure 2, in the first stage of the syn-138

thesis molecular dioxygen is reduced to peroxo species139

with two electrons provided by organic co-substrate, or140

Figure 2: General biosynthesis route leading to Fe(IV)=O
in selected mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes: a)
α-ketoacid dependent dioxygenases [32], b) tetrahydro-
biopterin -dependent hydroxylases [33], c) isopenicillin N
synthase [26].

substrate,[34] which is either bound directly to the metal141

(αKAD, IPNS), or in its immediate vicinity (THBH). More142

specifically, in αKAD, see Figure 2a, α-ketoacid is de-143

carboxylated to form an Fe(II)-peracid intermediate[32];144

in THBH oxygen is reduced by tetrahydrobiopterin and145

forms a peroxo bridge between Fe(II) and an oxidized146

cofactor[33], whereas in IPNS the Cys-β-C hydrogen of147

the substrate is transferred to the distal oxygen atom of148

O2, which is concomitant with oxidation of thiolate to149

thioaldehyde[26]. It should be noted here that for αKAD150

sometimes a different mechanism is presented, where in-151

stead of the Fe(II)-peracid intermediate a Fe(IV)-peroxohemiketal152

bicyclic species is proposed to lie on the reaction path be-153

tween the enzyme-substrates complex and the oxoferryl154

species (see e.g. [35]). However, to the best of our knowl-155

edge, the experimental evidence supporting existence of156

such species is missing, whereas in computational studies157

it has never been observed [32, 36].158

Despite the difference in chemistry, these reactions have159

very similar barriers (∼ 15 kcal/mol) in the modeling, see160

Figure 3.161

Values of reaction energies calculated with cluster mod-162

els for these initial two-electron steps, amount to: -50.8,163

+8.0, and -10.8 kcal/mol, respectively. This indicates that164

the first stage of Fe(IV)=O biosynthesis is, in a least fa-165

vorable case, modestly endothermic, and in other cases166

exothermic.167

The second stage of the Fe(IV)=O biosynthesis is, with-168

out exception, an exothermic process, with oxoferryl species169
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Figure 3: General reaction energy diagrams for biosynthe-
sis of Fe(IV)=O in selected non-heme iron enzymes: solid
line - α-ketoacid dependent dioxygenases [32]; dotted line
- tetrahydrobiopterin-dependent hydroxylases [33]; dashed
line - isopenicillin N synthase [26].

considerably more stable than the reactant of the (total)170

reaction, i.e. Fe(II)-O2, see Figure 3. Reaction energies of171

these O-O cleavage steps, calculated with cluster models,172

are in all instances substantial and negative, i.e.: -19.8,173

-14.3, and -20.2, which makes the overall biosynthesis of174

Fe(IV)=O exothermic by: -70.6, -6.3, and -31.0 for αKAD,175

THBH, and IPNS, respectively[26, 32, 33].176

3.2. Details of O-O bond cleavage177

Cleavage of the single O-O bond in the Fe(II)-peroxo inter-178

mediate is formally a heterolytic process, whereby the two179

bonding electrons (of the O-O bond) are moved to the oxy-180

gen atom distal with respect to iron. The proximal oxy-181

gen accepts two electrons from Fe(II) and hence oxidizes182

it to Fe(IV). Heterolysis usually follows a generic two-step183

mechanism, see Figure 4, where in the first, more difficult184

step, Fe(II) provides one electron which goes to the O-O185

σ∗ orbital. In the second, low-barrier step, the unpaired186

electron of the O-O group localizes on the proximal oxygen187

atom.188

In the peroxo intermediate (peroxo INT in Figure 4), a189

doubly occupied iron orbital locates in the Fe-O-O plane,190

where it has a maximum overlap with the O-O σ∗ orbital.191

The significance of such arrangement stems from the fact192

that it allows for efficient electron transfer from Fe(II) to193

O-O, which is realized as mixing of the two critical orbitals194

at the TS1 geometry. As an example, the contour of the195

β HOMO-1 orbital for TS1 in IPNS, which is depicted in196

Figure 5a, shows mixing of Fe 3d and O-O σ∗ orbitals (an197

animation of the evolution of this orbital in the vicinity of198

TS1 is available in the on-line version of the paper).199

Changes of gross spin populations on iron and O-O200

group, for both IPNS and αKAD, support this interpre-201

tation of electronic structure changes, e.g. the iron spin202

population changes from 3.8, which is a typical value for a203

high-spin Fe(II), to 4.1, which indicates a high-spin Fe(III).204

Figure 4: Geometrical and electronic structure changes
along the reaction coordinate for O-O bond heterolysis:
a) isopenicillin N synthase (alternative with protonation
from aqua ligand) [26], b) α-ketoacid dependent dioxyge-
nases [32]. The sign ·− indicates the unpaired electron
localized in the O-O σ∗ orbital. Gross atomic spin pop-
ulations in italics, interatomic distances (in Å) in bold,
relative energies (E) in kcal/mol.

Concerning the geometry changes, at the TS1 the O-O205

bond is stretched to ca. 1.8 Å, while the Fe-O distance is206

shortened to approximately the same value.207

The product of the first step is a one-electron inter-208

mediate (1-e INT in Figure 4) with a O-O bond stretched209

to ca. 2.1 Å, whose formal bond order is 0.5. In this struc-210

ture the unpaired β electron is shared unevenly by the two211

oxygen atoms, with, as evidenced by the gross spin popula-212

tions, the main share on the distal oxygen. Note, however,213

that the oxygen atom proximal to iron is spin polarized by214

the high-spin Fe(III), which effect masks the contribution215

form the β electron, and hence, the gross spin population216

of this atom can be even positive.217

A recurrent feature of the O-O bond heterolysis is de-218

velopment of a second covalent bond by the distal oxygen219

atom as the O-O bond finally cleaves. Typically, for this220

purpose a proton is provided either by an aqua iron ligand,221

as in THBH (Fig. 2b), or by some acidic group from the222

protein surrounding or the substrate, as in IPNS (Fig. 2c).223

For IPNS, the proton could potentially come also from the224
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Figure 5: Orbitals showing key electronic structure
changes in the two transitions states for O-O bond
heterolysis. Linked animations: IPNS TS1 β HOMO-1,
IPNS TS2 NOSD(-0.9)

IPNS TS1 β HOMO-1 animation.

aqua ligand,[26] but direct protonation from the substrate225

is favored by a few kcal/mol in the large protein model.[27]226

Protonation of the leaving oxygen is not, however, the only227

option as evidenced for example by αKAD (Fig. 2a). In228

this case, the distal oxygen atom forms a second bond with229

IPNS TS2 NOSD(-0.9) animation

the carbonyl carbon, as the peracid moiety transforms to230

carboxylic group. This second transition state for O-O231

bond heterolysis (TS2 in Figure 4) is coupled with a tiny232

energy barrier, sometimes vanishing completely.233

Focusing on the electronic structure, at TS2 the un-234

paired β electron from the O-O σ∗ orbital localizes on the235

proximal oxygen atom, whereas the distal one becomes236

O−2 and part of a closed-shell group, i.e. carboxylate or237

water. This flow of unpaired β electron density can be238

most readily visualized with the aid of natural orbitals for239

the spin density (NOSD). At TS2 there is only one NOSD240

with large negative eigenvalue, i.e. describing the unpaired241

β electron, see Figure 5b. For TS2 the lobes on the two242

oxygen atoms are approximately of the same size, yet, as243

the animation available in the on-line version of the paper244

shows, the lobe on the proximal oxygen increases at the245

expense of the distal one as the system moves along the246

transition vector.247

Once TS2 is passed, the unpaired β electron is located248

on the proximal oxygen atom on the 2p orbital which is249

perpendicular to the Fe-O axis. Thus, in order to form a250

regular σ bond between iron and oxygen, the singly oc-251

cupied 2p orbital of oxygen has to rotate so that it has a252

good overlap with the iron’s singly occupied dz2 orbital,253

as schematically drawn in brackets in Figure 4. Such a254

rotation takes place once the system has passed TS2, and255

when it is completed the singly occupied 2p orbital of the256

oxyl radical overlaps with Fe 3dz2 .257

The remaining two 2p orbitals of the oxyl radical are258

doubly occupied, and as they are perpendicular to the Fe-259

O axis, they form two π bonds, of formal bond order 0.5260

each, by overlapping with two singly occupied 3d orbitals261

of iron. Short Fe-O bond length, of ca. 1.6 Å as typically262
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observed for Fe(IV)=O [37], is consistent with this descrip-263

tion of the electronic structure of the oxoferryl species. A264

more detailed molecular orbital picture of the Fe(IV)=O265

species can be found in the following section.266

4. Properties of Fe(IV)=O267

Oxoferryl species in MNIE can attain various coordina-268

tion geometries depending on the strength and number of269

ligands other than the oxo group. Thus, when the to-270

tal coordination number is 6, the geometry around iron271

can be described as close to octahedral, as exemplified by272

Fe(IV)=O species in THBH and IPNS (Fig. 2), although273

the strength of the iron-oxo bond distorts these complexes274

away from centrosymmetry. When one of the six ligands is275

very weak, or absent, the geometry of the oxoferryl species276

is either square pyramidal with the oxo ligand in the base277

of the pyramid, or trigonal bipyramidal with the oxo lig-278

and in an axial position. Examples of the former are pro-279

vided by αKAD in cases when the carboxylate formed in280

O-O cleavage is a monodentate ligand (Fig. 2a), whereas281

trigonal bipyramidal coordination is realized, for example,282

in the active site of 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase283

(HPPD) [38], which is also one of αKAD (Fig. 8).284

4.1. Electronic structure of Fe(IV)=O285

Concerning the electronic structure of the oxoferryl species,286

a sigma component of the Fe=O bond, corresponds to dou-287

bly occupied σ orbital and an empty σ∗, as shown in Fig-288

ure 6a. Two other 3d orbitals of iron overlap with the 2p289

orbitals of oxygen forming two (π, π∗) pairs, each accom-290

modating three electrons, which correspond to two half-291

bonds. In a single-determinant wave function picture the292

π:s are doubly occupied, whereas the π∗ are occupied by293

unpaired electrons. The remaining two 3d orbitals, la-294

beled as dx2−y2 and dxy, do not have bonding partners295

on oxygen and become non-bonding (nb) orbitals in the296

Fe(IV)=O species.297

The ground spin state of Fe(IV)=O in is a quintet, as298

for example shown with the use of spectroscopy methods299

for one of αKAD [39], which means that the two non-300

bonding and two π∗ orbitals are all singly occupied with301

electrons of the same spin polarization. The lowest en-302

ergy excited state is the spin triplet, which is obtained by303

pairing the two electrons from the two non-bonding or-304

bitals and localizing the pair on the one with lower energy305

(dxy). Since such excitation has negligible impact on the306

Fe-O bond, the reactivity of 3[Fe(IV)=O] is not enhanced307

compared to 5[Fe(IV)=O], and the triplet state is not cat-308

alytically relevant [40].309

Consequences of formal excitation of one of the elec-310

trons from a π orbital to the empty σ∗ are far more sig-311

nificant for the reactivity of the system. Such excitation312

can be viewed as ligand-to-metal charge transfer process313

because the π orbital has a predominant oxygen charac-314

ter whereas σ∗ is primarily Fe 3dz2 , see Figure 6a. The315

Figure 6: Schematic molecular orbital diagram for: a)
Fe(IV)=O in the spin quintet ground state, b) excited
quintet state (Fe(III)-O·.

result of this electron transfer is that the Fe-O bond elon-316

gates substantially, from ca. 1.65 to ca. 1.90 Å, and the317

orbitals lose bonding/antibonding character and become318

almost pure iron or oxygen orbitals, see Figure 6b.319

Thus, the electronic structure of such excited state320

species is best summarized by the formula Fe(III)-O·, where321

iron is in a high-spin configuration and the electron hole322

is localized on an oxygen’s 2p orbital perpendicular to the323

Fe-O bond.324

In the excited quintet spin state, the unpaired O 2p325

electron has minority spin polarization, whereas a corre-326

sponding septet state, of very similar energy, is achieved327

by ferromagnetic coupling of the electrons on Fe(III) and328

the oxyl radical. Fe(III)-O·, irrespective of the spin state,329

is very reactive due to the presence of the oxyl radical, and330

inherent barriers to its reactions, for example C-H cleav-331

age, are significantly lower than for ground state 5[Fe(IV)=O].332

However, the Fe(III)-O· electromer was computed to lie at333

least 16 kcal/mol above the ground Fe(IV)=O state [40],334

which rules out Fe(III)-O· as species participating in the335

catalytic cycle. The possible exception is the, yet hypo-336

thetical, case where Fe(III)-O· is preferentially formed in337

the O-O cleavage step and its subsequent reaction with the338

substrate is faster than its de-excitation to 5[Fe(IV)=O].339
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4.2. Isoforms important for selectivity340

SyrB2 is an α-ketoacid dependent halogenase catalyzing341

chlorination of an aliphatic group of its substrate [41]. A342

unique feature of αKAD halogenases is that in the first co-343

ordination shell of iron, a halogen ligand is bound instead344

of the Glu or Asp residues that are usual for αKAD (see345

Figure 2) [42]. The catalytic steps of SyrB2 following the346

synthesis of the oxoferryl species encompasses C-H bond347

cleavage, yielding a Fe(III)- OH/substrate radical species,348

and subsequent recombination of Cl and the radical. Thus,349

in the final rebound step Cl is the ligand transferred to the350

radical, and not the usual OH. For a more thorough dis-351

cussion of oxoferryl reactivity, see section 5.352

Interestingly, Mössbauer spectra for freeze-quench trapped353

Fe(IV)=O in SyrB2 revealed that it exists in two forms354

characterized by similar (free) energies and distinctive iso-355

mer shifts (δ) and quadrupole splittings (∆EQ) [43]; values356

for exp “1” and exp “2” are reported in Figure 7. A sim-357

ilar equilibrium has also been reported for the halogenase358

CytC3 [44].359

Figure 7: Ligand-exchange reaction for the Fe(IV)=O
species in the active site of SyrB2 halogenase. Exp “1”
and exp “2” are experimental values for the two forms ob-
served for SyrB2. Energies in kcal/mol, Mössbauer spectra
parameters in mm/s [40].

In a computational study seeking the plausible origins360

of SyrB2 preference for chlorination over hydroxylation, a361

mechanistic hypothesis, which links the existence of the362

two different forms of oxoferryl species with the selectiv-363

ity for chlorination, could be put forth [40]. It was pro-364

posed that the two species could simply differ in the place-365

ment of the oxo and chloro ligands (a and a’ in Figure 7).366

The Mössbauer spectra parameters computed for molecu-367

lar models of a and a’ agree reasonably well with the ex-368

perimental data, and the agreement improves if one com-369

pares relative values computed for a - a’ pair with those370

measured for exp “1” - exp “2”.371

Swapping of the oxo and chloro ligands proceeds with372

a barrier of around 13 kcal/mol, which is ca. 5 kcal/mol373

lower than the barrier for C-H bond cleavage, and hence,374

the equilibrium between a and a’ can be established. Species375

a is produced in oxidative decarboxylation and O-O cleav-376

age, yet it is species a’ which is proposed to react with the377

organic substrate with the lowest barrier. Since in a’ Cl378

is exposed towards the substrate, this ligand is preferen-379

tially used in the rebound step. Alternative explanation380

of SyrB2 preference for chlorination over hydroxylation,381

which however does not conflict with the above described382

equilibrium between the two forms of the oxoferryl species,383

rests on the precise positioning of the substrate, as inferred384

from the results of studies with substrate analogues [45].385

5. Reactivity of Fe(IV)=O386

Probably the most frequently encountered reaction of oxo-387

ferryl species is oxygenation of an organic substrate, which388

leads to insertion of an oxygen atom into the skeleton of389

the oxidized compound [29]. As a representative exam-390

ple we take here electrophilic attack on the aromatic ring391

of 4-hydroxyphenylacetate, which is one of the catalytic392

cycle steps of HPPD [46]. The most important geomet-393

rical and electronic structure features of this reaction are394

summarized in Figure 8.395

Figure 8: Geometrical and electronic structure changes
along the Fe(IV)=O reaction coordinates for electrophilic
attack on the aromatic ring (HPPD). Values in paren-
thesis for excited state species [38, 47]. Gross atomic
spin populations in italics, interatomic distances (in Å)
in bold, relative energies (E) in kcal/mol. Linked anima-
tions: TS α HOMO, TS* β HOMO

5.1. σ- and π channels in oxoferryl reactions396

Notably, for this system it was possible to optimize two397

different transition states: TS which leads to the product398

(so-called σ-complex) in a ground electronic state (with399

a high spin Fe(III)), and TS* which lies on a path to an400

excited state product (with an intermediate spin Fe(III))401

[38, 47]. The electronic structure differences can be dis-402

cerned from the spin populations reported in Figure 8 for403

TS:s and σ-complexes, i.e. on the ground-state path, the404

population on iron changes to the value typical for high-405

spin Fe(III) and the ring-based radical is antiferromagnet-406

ically coupled to iron. On the other hand, in the higher407

energy path, the unpaired electron on the organic radical408

has the same spin orientation as three unpaired electrons409

on iron (spin-intermediate Fe(III)). As shown in Figure 8,410

the activation energy computed for TS (12.0 kcal/mol) is411

almost 5 kcal/mol lower than that connected with TS*412

(16.9 kcal/mol). An important geometric difference be-413

tween TS and TS* is the value of an Fe-O-C angle, where414

oxygen and carbon atoms are those forming the new bond.415

Its values are 132 and 122 degrees, respectively.416
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TS α HOMO animation

TS* β HOMO animation

Such a dual behavior of the oxoferryl oxidant was first417

explained based on molecular orbital symmetry by Solomon418

and co-workers [48], and it can be rationalized taking into419

account the molecular orbital picture of 5[Fe(IV)=O] (see420

Figure 6a). More specifically, when the substrate approaches421

the Fe=O group at a wide Fe-O-S angle (180 - ca. 130 de-422

grees; Figure 9a) the substrate’s frontier orbital has a good423

overlap with the σ and σ∗ of the Fe=O.424

When the substrate approaches the Fe=O group at the425

sharper angle, in our example 122 degrees, the π and π∗
426

of the Fe=O are the best partners for interaction with the427

substrate’s frontier orbital. Then, since in the transition428

states the Fe-O bond is significantly stretched, typically429

to ca. 1.8 Å, the Fe-O group gains significant amount of430

Figure 9: Cartoon showing two reaction channels for elec-
trophilic attack by Fe(IV)=O. S stands for substrate.

Fe(III)-O· character, with the electron hole localized in431

one of the oxygen’s 2p orbitals. At the transition states432

the hole is stabilized by delocalization between oxygen’s 2p433

orbital and the substrate’s orbital, and hence the angle of434

substrate’s approach determines on which 2p orbital the435

hole develops. In the wide-angle reaction (σ-channel) it436

is the 2pz, whereas in the sharp angle (π-channel) it is437

e.g. 2px. As can be easily noticed on molecular orbital438

correlation diagrams in Figure 9, the σ-channel leads to439

high-spin Fe(III) and a β spin on the substrate radical,440

whereas the π-channel yields intermediate spin Fe(III) and441

α spin on the substrate radical.442

The fact that different iron 3d orbitals become popu-443

lated in TS and TS* is visualized in animations showing444

evolution of α and β HOMO orbitals in the vicinity of TS:s.445

The animations are to be inserted in the online version of446

the article.447

Finally, it should be clarified here that for the reaction448
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shown in Figure 8 the π-channel is a higher energy path,449

and thus most probably it is not catalytically relevant.450

However, in cases when the substrate has limited freedom451

to move and it can approach the Fe=O group only at a452

sharp angle, close to 90 degrees, the π-channel is used for453

the reaction. See also reference [49] for a discussion of454

the relative importance of σ and π-channels in oxoferryl455

reactivity.456

6. Stability of protein modeling457

As mentioned in section 2, uncertainties in the compu-458

tational results come from both the quantum-mechanical459

description of the reaction, and from the treatment of the460

surrounding protein. In a series of papers, the stability of461

the IPNS reaction energy diagram have been evaluated for462

a series of different protein models[25–28].463

Computational methods are normally evaluated by bench-464

marks of relative energies. Experiments provide informa-465

tion about intermediates and reaction paths in enzymes,466

but rarely about relative energies. The exception is when467

two species exist in equilibrium, and relative energies can468

be calculated from the equilibrium constant. Turnover469

rates can be used to calculate reaction barriers, but that470

gives only one data point per reaction, unless the buildup471

and decay of intermediates can be observed. Instead of472

looking at the accuracy compared to experiment, a more473

approachable path is to test the stability of the results474

when using different models[50, 51]. To get a clear picture475

of the consequences for modeling of a reaction mechanism,476

protein effects were not studied only for a single step, but477

for the full IPNS energy diagram, with close to twenty sta-478

tionary points[27]. The present review includes a selection479

of reaction steps, namely O2-binding, Cys-β-C-H bond ac-480

tivation (two-electron reduction), and O-O bond cleavage.481

Results are presented for an active-site model, different482

static QM/MM models, and finally for a QM/MM model483

that includes classical free-energy contributions.484

6.1. Active-site model485

In all applications of quantum chemistry to proteins the486

key concept is the active site, which makes it possible to487

scale down large enzymatic systems to much smaller mod-488

els. Active-site models have been particularly useful for489

metal-containing enzymes because the electronic and geo-490

metric structures are dominated by the metal and its first491

coordination sphere[52–54]. These models include a num-492

ber (50-200) of atoms close to the metal center(s), while493

effects of the surrounding protein are approximately in-494

cluded by the use of a homogenous dielectric medium, and495

by freezing one atom per residue to their respective posi-496

tions in the X-ray structure.497

One advantage of a limited-size model is the ability498

to use efficient geometry optimization algorithms, which499

makes it possible to optimize transition states almost rou-500

tinely. The active-site model is often the first approach501

when exploring complicated potential energy surfaces, and502

these results can be used to estimate whether a large pro-503

tein effect is expected.504

For IPNS possible reaction mechanisms were first ex-505

plored using an active-site QM model that includes iron,506

iron ligands, and parts of the substrate, see Figure 1. The507

potential energy diagram for the active-site model is shown508

in grey in Figure 10. The active-site model gives a reason-509

able energy profile, although the barrier for Cys-β-C-H510

bond activation is too high (25 kcal/mol), mainly due to a511

high endothermicity of O2-binding. This will change with512

the use of a QM/MM model.513

Figure 10: Reaction energy diagram for biosynthesis of an
Fe(IV)=O intermediate in IPNS calculated with active-
site and ONIOM QM:MM-ME models. Two different
QM:MM-ME models are shown, one where the assigned
MM charges are kept constant (No update), and one where
atoms are assigned new charges at each stationary point
(RESP update). Each stationary point is given a label
representing the order it appears in the reaction energy
diagram.

6.2. Multi-scale (QM/MM) models I - Classical effects514

The active-site model is not always sufficient to understand515

all aspects of enzyme catalysis. Important enzyme func-516

tions like regulation are controlled by residues far from the517

active site, and many times explicit consideration of the518

whole protein is necessary to understand reaction mecha-519

nisms, relative reaction rates and substrate selectivity. Ar-520

guments have been made that reaction energies converge521

very slowly with system size,[51] and as it is not possible522

to know a priori, which residues that are important, it is523

unlikely that models with even up to 200 atoms would lead524

to converged relative energies.525

A convenient way to take into account the effects of526

the whole protein, while keeping the accuracy of the quan-527

tum treatment is to use multi-scale models, e.g., QM/MM.528

The same atoms as in the active-site model are treated by529

quantum methods, while the rest of the enzyme is treated530

by a classical force field[55, 56]. The main advantage of531

multi-scale models is that they highlight potential effects532
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of the surrounding protein. The main disadvantage is that533

potential errors in the QM/MM interactions, or from arti-534

ficial changes in the protein geometry, may lead to reason-535

able barriers even if the real catalytic effect is not correctly536

described.537

The choice of method often depends on the capabilities538

the program package used to perform the calculations. Re-539

sults in the present review are obtained using the ONIOM540

QM:MM method. The QM:MM label highlight that it is541

an extrapolation scheme, while most QM/MM methods542

are additive schemes, for details see reference [55]. One543

major reason to use this method for IPNS was the possibil-544

ity to efficiently locate transition states using an advanced545

optimizer[57, 58], implemented in the Gaussian program546

package.[59]547

Interactions between QM and MM layers can be de-548

scribed by either mechanical (ME) or electronic embed-549

ding (EE). In the first case, the interactions are fully de-550

scribed by the low-level (MM) method, i.e., a fully classical551

description. In the second case, electrostatic interactions552

are evaluated semi-classically by including protein point553

charges in the QM calculation. The main advantage of a554

classical description is the ease with which different con-555

tributions to the energy can be analyzed.556

Figure 10 shows the reaction energy diagram calcu-557

lated using both active-site and QM:MM-ME models. The558

multi-scale model includes all atoms in the X-ray struc-559

ture, including crystal waters, but no added solvent shell.560

To easily compare the differences between active-site and561

QM:MM models, the QM parts of the two models are iden-562

tical. Results for an extended active site are presented in563

reference [27].564

To isolate the electrostatic interactions between the re-565

acting core and the surrounding protein, Figure 10 con-566

tains two sets of QM:MM-ME data, one where the same567

charges have been used for all stationary points (No up-568

date) and one where charges are reparameterized at each569

stationary point (RESP update). Compared to the active-570

site model, the QM:MM-ME (No update) model includes571

geometric effects, van der Waals interactions, and protein-572

protein interactions. The difference between the two QM:MM573

curves shows the effects due to changes in the charge dis-574

tribution during the reaction. To isolate the electrostatics,575

the comparison is made with the same protein geometry.576

O2 binding - Better active-site geometry. The first577

reaction step is O2 binding, and as seen in Figure 10, there578

is a large stabilizing effect from the protein (8 kcal/mol579

for the side-on and 10 kcal/mol for the end-on septet)[25].580

This is important, because in the active-site calculation the581

endothermicity of O2 binding leads to very high barriers582

for the proceeding C-H bond activation step.583

Comparing the QM energies of the active-site and QM:MM-584

ME models, which are only affected by the geometry, an585

effect of 3-6 kcal/mol is found, depending on the binding586

mode (side-on or end-on). A comparison of the iron ligand587

geometries shows that the active-site model overestimates588

the flexibility of the iron coordination sphere. The effect is589

larger for the five-coordinate site before O2 binding, com-590

pared to the six-coordinate site after binding, see Figure591

11. This leads to an artificial destabilization of the struc-592

ture where O2 is bound [25].593

Figure 11: Geometric effect of the protein environment
on O2 binding in IPNS. Reproduced with permission from
reference [25]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.

It is of course possible that the QM:MM model is too594

rigid, artificially stabilizing a state similar to the origi-595

nal X-ray structure (in the present case the product state596

where iron is six-coordinate). However, starting from an597

alternative five-coordinated X-ray structure, and then adding598

O2 gave almost identical binding energies and QM geom-599

etry contributions. This indicates that optimization of a600

multi-scale model gives enough flexibility to describe rela-601

tively large changes in iron ligand geometry.602

O2 binding - Van der Waals interactions. An analy-603

sis of the classical contributions that stabilize O2 binding604

in the QM:MM model shows that they mainly come from605

van der Waals interactions between the O2 molecule and606

surrounding protein (3-4 kcal/mol). Since O2 does not607

have any interactions with the protein in the deoxy state,608

any interactions in the oxy state directly affects the bind-609

ing energy. Similar results have previously been found610

in a study of O2 binding in hemerythrin[60]. These ef-611

fects are found in addition to the effects of introducing van612

der Waals interaction terms to DFT[61], which are of ap-613

proximately the same size (4 kcal/mol)[62]. If dispersion-614

corrected DFT is used, a larger QM model will catch a615

larger part of the van der Waals interactions, and MM con-616

tributions will decrease. Note that decreasing the amount617

of Hartree-Fock exchange in B3LYP from 20 to 15 % fa-618

vors O2 binding by 4.4 kcal/mol[25], which illustrates the619

challenges to get accurate energies for this process.620

Electron transfer - Electrostatic effects The barrier621

for Cys-β-C-H activation (3 TS in Figure 10) does not622

show any significant protein effects when compared to the623

previous end-on O2-bound structure (2 INT). This is ex-624

pected as the reaction can be described as hydrogen-atom625

transfer (one proton and one electron). However, after626

passing the transition state a second electron is transferred627

from substrate to iron to form a ferrous peroxide intermed-628

iate, as discussed in section 3. The relative energies of this629

intermediate (4 INT) differ by 17 kcal/mol, in the active-630
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site and QM:MM-ME (RESP update) models, and this631

large difference comes almost exclusively from unfavorable632

electrostatic effects (compare the two ME curves in Figure633

10).634

Such a large effect can potentially affect the conclu-635

sions of a mechanistic study, and it is important to under-636

stand how accurately different approaches describe these637

electrostatic effects. Results from mechanical embedding638

neither includes electronic polarization of the QM nor the639

MM part. The first contribution can be handled using640

electronic embedding, see section 6.3, while the second641

contribution would require a polarizable force field. In642

the present example geometric polarization is also com-643

pletely ignored as the protein geometry is kept fixed after644

the charges are reparameterized. To properly include geo-645

metric polarization requires a dynamic description of the646

protein, with the energies evaluated using a free-energy647

technique, see section 6.4.648

O-O bond cleavage - Electrostatic effects. O-O bond649

cleavage proceeds by initial electron transfer from iron to650

an antibonding O-O σ* orbital, as described previously651

in section 3.2. As with the preceding electron transfer652

reaction, there is an electrostatic effect of the protein, al-653

though smaller (3 kcal/mol). Together with the increase654

in energy of the preceding intermediates, the barrier for655

O-O bond cleavage is now higher than the barrier for Cys-656

β-C-H bond activation, which is in disagreement with the657

results from kinetic isotope experiments [63]. As argued658

above, the discrepancy is most likely due to the neglect of659

polarization effects.660

Water release - Electrostatic effects. Another step661

with very large (∼10 kcal/mol) protein effects is the for-662

mation of a water molecule after the O-O bond cleavage663

reaction, (9 INT) in Figure 10. In the QM:MM model664

the water makes hydrogen bonds with explicit MM wa-665

ters, which leads to large effects on the reaction energy666

for this step. As a general observation, release of a prod-667

uct shows large protein effects due to explicit interactions668

with residues not included in the active-site model. Fortu-669

nately, these effects are not critical when determining the670

reaction mechanism, because product formation is often671

exothermic and the degree of exothermicity has no effect672

on the barrier of the next step.673

6.3. Multi-scale (QM/MM) models II - Semi-classical ef-674

fects675

The use of a fully classical model makes it easy to ana-676

lyze the protein contributions, e.g., the effects of individual677

residues. However, there has been significant disagreement678

as to whether the results are in line with those obtained679

from a semi-classical treatment (electronic embedding).680

To compare mechanical with electronic embedding, the681

reaction energy diagram was recalculated with QM:MM-682

EE, see Figure 12. As before, all calculations were made683

on the same protein geometry to isolate the electrostatic684

effects.685

Figure 12: Reaction energy diagram for biosynthesis
of an Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate in IPNS calculated with
QM:MM-ME models, with and without reparameterized
QM charges, and QM:MM-EE.

The first observation is that the classical and semi-686

classical approximations are very similar over a large part687

of the potential energy diagram, even if the electrostatic688

effects are large. Only comparing the barrier heights of the689

three transition states, the mean absolute deviation is 0.7690

kcal/mol, which does not in any way affect the conclusions691

of the mechanistic study.692

Major deviations in relative energy appear for the Fe(II)-693

peroxide (4 INT in Figure 12), and for the release of wa-694

ter. In the first case, the origin of the large electrostatic695

effect was a charge transfer between substrate and iron.696

Including electronic polarization, i.e., using ONIOM-EE,697

stabilizes the peroxide intermediate by 7 kcal/mol (rel-698

ative to the previous stationary point 3 TS). The large699

semi-classical effect is due to a highly polarizable elec-700

tronic structure, originating from two resonance structures701

with very different charge distributions, see Figure 13. In702

the QM:MM-EE calculation, the charge transfer from sub-703

strate to iron is not complete, as judging by the spin pop-704

ulation on the substrate carbon (-0.14).705

Despite the large effect of electronic polarization on the706

energy of the Fe(II)-OOH intermediate, the barrier for O-707

O bond cleavage is not affected. The reason is that there708

are no viable resonance structures for the later stationary709

points, and the polarizability is therefore much smaller.710

Figure 13: Resonance structures for the iron peroxide
formed after Cys-β-C-H bond activation in IPNS. Re-
produced from reference [28]. Copyright 2011 American
Chemical Society.
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There is also a large polarization effect on the release711

of water (7 kcal/mol). This illustrates the difficulty in712

modeling electrostatic effects when point charges are very713

close to a changing QM region. The semi-classical treat-714

ment still lacks mutual polarization (polarization also of715

the MM residues) and a description of charge transfer be-716

tween layers. A possible improvement over QM:MM meth-717

ods is the use of QM:QM’ methods, where QM’ is a fast718

molecular orbital method, e.g., a semi-empirical method719

or density-functional tight-binding (DFTB). The develop-720

ment of DFTB parameters for transition-metal elements,721

including iron, made it possible to apply the DFT:DFTB722

method to iron enzymes, including the reaction energy di-723

agram of IPNS[64]. Benchmark tests for a series of en-724

zymatic and biomimetic reactions, show that the critical725

factor for success is that both molecular orbital methods726

predict the same electronic structure[65].727

6.4. Multi-scale (QM/MM) models III - Dynamical effects728

Optimization methods cannot easily describe situations729

where the protein structure changes during the chemical730

reaction, e.g., new alignments of side chains or solvent wa-731

ter, thermal fluctuations, or large-scale protein motions.732

As an example, most QM/MM investigations use a solvent733

water shell, but keep it frozen to avoid artificial changes in734

water conformations during optimization. This procedure735

leads to the complete neglect of dipole reorientation, which736

is the main reason for the very high dielectric constant of737

water.738

To investigate the role of dynamical fluctuations of739

the protein, the static interactions between protein and740

QM region were replaced by classical free-energy correc-741

tions from the dynamical sampling of a large number of742

protein configurations. QM/MM approaches with free-743

energy perturbation (FEP) have previously been used to744

describe reactions in both protein and solvent, see e.g.,745

references [66–68]. To obtain reasonably converged free746

energies requires sampling over several millions of config-747

urations, and the challenge is to accomplish this for an748

expensive QM/MM Hamiltonian. In addition, to cover749

the reaction energy diagram for biosynthesis of an oxo-750

ferryl species, with multiple stationary points, puts severe751

requirements on the efficiency of the calculations. For that752

reason, we developed the QM:[MM-FEP] protocol for com-753

plex reactions, e.g., multi-step redox reactions in a transi-754

tion metal enzyme[28].755

Transition-metal systems require relatively expensive756

QM methods, and the key is to minimize the number of757

QM calculations that are required. The most important758

approximations are; to perform the molecular dynamics759

simulations with a fixed QM geometry, and to use the fully760

classical (mechanical embedding) approximation. With761

these approximations, the QM energy is independent of762

the MM geometry, and only has to be evaluated once for763

each step in the free-energy perturbation scheme. The me-764

chanical embedding approximation is critical because in765

electronic embedding, the QM Hamiltonian includes the766

position of the MM atoms, which would lead to a recal-767

culation of the QM energy for each protein geometry. As768

shown previously in Figure 12, the classical approxima-769

tion is good when looking at the transition-state barri-770

ers, while larger deviations are expected for formation of771

Fe(II)-peroxo and the release of water.772

The difference in geometric and electronic structure be-773

tween two stationary states can be large, so in FEP calcu-774

lations each reaction step is divided into several intermed-775

iate points, e.g., by following selected reaction coordinates776

(typically bond distances) or the intrinsic reaction coor-777

dinate. However, transition-metal systems have compli-778

cated multi-dimensional reaction coordinates and to avoid779

a detailed mapping of the reaction coordinate between all780

stationary points, the alchemical FEP technique was em-781

ployed. Here intermediate points are generated by a vir-782

tual reaction coordinate that gradually mixes the initial783

and the final state, and the only information that is re-784

quired comes from the previous static optimizations. For785

more details of the free-energy calculations, see reference786

[28].787

The results of the free-energy calculations, QM:[MM-788

FEP], are compared to the static results in Figure 14.789

To get a fair comparison, the present comparison also in-790

cludes static results where the MM geometry has been re-791

optimized after the charges were reparameterized. Note792

that the dynamical simulations are performed in a water793

box, using periodical boundary conditions, while the static794

calculations are performed without solvent water.795

Figure 14: Reaction energy diagram for biosynthesis of an
Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate in IPNS calculated with QM:MM-
ME and QM:[MM-FEP] models. Note the difference in
energy scale compared to Figures 11 and 12

.

First looking at the effects of MM relaxation, the rela-796

tive energies of the two steps that had large electrostatic797

effects, formation of iron peroxide (4 INT) and O-O bond798

cleavage (6 TS), decreases by a minor amount (1 kcal/mol799

each). It should be noted that at no point during the reac-800

tion coordinate is the protein allowed to change its confor-801

mation, so these results only represent relaxation around802

the same minimum.803
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Understanding the free-energy results is more compli-804

cated. Compared to the stable Fe-O2 state, the TS bar-805

riers for O-O bond formation follows the expected trend,806

decreasing by 6 kcal/mol compared to the static result,807

a larger effect than simply performing a geometry relax-808

ation. However, behind this reasonable effect lies a slightly809

higher energy for the Fe(II)-OOH intermediate, and a big810

decrease in the energy (8 kcal/mol compared to the previ-811

ous intermediate) of the first step of the O-O bond cleavage812

process.813

The origin of the significant decrease in barrier for the814

O-O bond cleavage process was analyzed further. Only a815

minor stabilization was achieved due to a change in the av-816

erage protein geometry in the dynamical simulation com-817

pared to the static optimization procedure. Instead, the818

low barrier is mainly due to fluctuations in the geometry,819

where some configurations strongly stabilize the transition820

state. The challenge is to access enough important confor-821

mations to get accurate statistics. In the present calcula-822

tion, the error bars for this step are relatively large (± 1823

kcal/mol) [28].824

The FEP effects are very large also for the final step, re-825

lease of water. This is not unexpected as the released water826

molecule makes several strong hydrogen bonds with MM827

waters, and other residues. However, the current method828

also gives large error bars (± 3 kcal/mol), which illustrates829

that convergence of the alchemical method is slow for re-830

actions where a QM group moves out into the MM region.831

7. Discussion832

DFT energy diagrams have been criticized because they833

do not always agree with the current interpretation of ex-834

perimental results, and it was argued that it must be a835

minimum requirement to first reproduce what is known,836

before making any predictions of what is not yet known.837

The present section outlines the reasons for a relatively838

weak connection between experiment and modeling, dis-839

cusses when this criticism is valid, and when modeling re-840

sults are important.841

To make the discussion less abstract, some points are842

illustrated by looking at the formation of the Fe(II)-OOH843

intermediate in IPNS[26]. The B3LYP energy diagram844

for this reaction, calculated with an active-site model, is845

shown in Figure 15. As outlined above, O2 binding results846

in the abstraction of one proton and two electrons, leading847

to the formation of the iron peroxide intermediate. The848

interesting questions are how triplet oxygen is activated to849

react with an organic substrate, and the role of the protein850

in catalyzing the reaction.851

Focus on transition states. The modeling approach is852

based on transition-state theory (TST), i.e., that chemical853

reactivity is mainly determined by the relative energy of854

the transition state. Understanding enzyme catalysis thus855

requires an understanding of the differences in protein in-856

teractions between reactant and transition state. As com-857

putational methods are unique in their ability to describe858

Figure 15: Transition-state barriers for Cys-β-C-H bond
activation is isopenicillin N synthase. Reproduced with
permission from reference [26]. Copyright 2008 American
Chemical Society.

transition states (and short-lived intermediates), they can859

give unprecedented insight into reactivity and catalysis.860

However, the focus on transition states inherently gives a861

weak connection between modeling predictions and exper-862

iment. Theoretical insights can also come from ground-863

state theories like frontier molecular orbital theory, but864

extrapolating from the ground state becomes increasingly865

difficult as the complexity of the reaction coordinate grows.866

The large uncertainty in the calculations of barrier867

heights routinely leads to errors in experimental rates>1000868

times, which often makes direct comparisons with exper-869

imental rates meaningless. Transition-state theory also870

takes into account recrossing, tunneling and non-equilibrium871

events. Consideration of these events is important to un-872

derstand experimental results, e.g., kinetic isotope effects,873

but as they rarely affect the barrier by more than a fac-874

tor of 10[69], which is dwarfed by the uncertainties of the875

barrier height calculations, they have often been ignored876

when modeling transition-metal enzymes.877

The general idea is to discriminate between alternative878

mechanisms, by showing that only one alternative is con-879

sistent with the experimentally observed rate. For IPNS,880

the lowest calculated barrier for C-H bond activation is881

15 kcal/mol (compared to the O2-bound state), see Fig-882

ure 15. This is in apparent agreement with experiments,883

which show a barrier of 17 kcal/mol for this step [63, 70].884

Clarify which results that are significant. A peda-885

gogical problem is that results are presented with a level886

of detail that does not match the accuracy of the calcu-887
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lation, e.g., energies are reported in kcal/mol with one888

decimal, while errors may be 5-10 kcal/mol. The reason889

to present these seemingly exact results is not to make any890

claims about the preferred electronic structure, but to give891

enough details so the results can be tested and reproduced.892

The main problem is a lack of reliable error bars and con-893

fidence intervals for the calculations, which could help to894

clarify whether the computational results are significant or895

not.896

For the mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes, there ex-897

ists a large number of alternatives for the electronic and898

geometric structure of O2-bound reactant. First, O2 can899

bind either end-on or side-on to iron. Second, there are900

two main alternatives for the electronic structure, either901

Fe(II)-O2 or Fe(III)-O−
2 (superoxo radical). Third, the902

intermediate could exist in several different spin states.903

Even assuming that Fe(II) (d6) is high spin[71], coupling904

to the spin on triplet oxygen gives possible triplet, quintet,905

and septet states. Figure 15 shows the reactant to be a906

side-on septet, which is best described as an Fe(III)-O−
2907

superoxo radical. What is not clear is that with a large908

number of states within 4 kcal/mol, not much can really909

be said about the ground state of the reactant.910

However, when investigating reaction mechanisms, and911

the barriers for two mechanistic proposals are very differ-912

ent, and only one of them is in agreement with experi-913

mental data, the computational results can be conclusive914

without being accurate. For many of the reaction path-915

ways presented in section 3, barriers for alternative mech-916

anisms can be up to 20 kcal/mol higher than for the “best”917

alternative. And despite the significant effects of the sur-918

rounding protein on the reaction energy diagram of IPNS,919

the general mechanism remained the same for all models920

as the effects on the transition-state barriers were smaller921

than 5 kcal/mol.922

For IPNS, even if the calculations cannot identity the923

primary reactant with any certainty, the models can still924

be used to provide insight into C-H bond activation[26],925

or even to understand the preference for oxidase over oxy-926

genase activity [16, 72]. Looking at the reaction barriers927

in Figure 15, the barrier on the quintet surface is lower928

by 6 kcal/mol compared to the triplet and septet surfaces.929

Judging by the geometry and spin population of the tran-930

sition state, it corresponds to a hydrogen atom transfer,931

with no major changes in dipole moment or atomic po-932

sitions (with the exception of hydrogen). The effects of933

the protein environment are therefore expected to be rel-934

atively small, see section 6.2. The only major modeling935

parameter that should affect the preference for reactivity936

on the quintet surface is the choice of DFT functional.937

Assuming that the energy diagram in Figure 15 is cor-938

rect, it illustrates a potential case when it is not necessar-939

ily the lowest-energy structure (septet) that is important940

when describing the reactivity. Instead, the real (quin-941

tet) reactant is ”hidden”, an excited state on the potential942

energy surface.943

Direct coupling to experiments. An alternative strat-944

egy is to mainly use computational models to aid in the945

interpretation of experimental data. For IPNS, the O2-946

bound intermediate has not been characterized, so it is not947

possible to compare with experimental data, the closest948

thing is a thorough investigations of the Fe-NO system[72].949

Based on the information from this analogue, and addi-950

tional DFT calculations Brown et. al. could propose that951

the reactant is a Fe(III)-superoxide species where the fron-952

tier molecular orbital, the O2 π*-orbital, is oriented to953

form a σ-overlap with the hydrogen.954

The present review shows how modeling can rationalize955

the findings from Mössbauer spectroscopy, that the oxofer-956

ryl species in halogenases has two distinctive isoforms, see957

section 4.2. Further, it could be proposed that this equilib-958

rium is responsible for the product specificity of the SyrB2959

enzyme. In other cases, a minor error in the prediction960

of the electronic structure of the reactant, or a failure to961

reproduce a certain spectrum, prevent a meaningful com-962

parison to experiment. However, this does not necessarily963

mean that the same method cannot give a reasonable de-964

scription of the reaction energy diagram, and be used to965

discriminate between mechanisms.966

A mismatch between modeling results and the current967

interpretation of experiments, can, in addition to errors in968

the model, also depend on an incorrect, or too stringent,969

interpretation of the experiments. It can therefore be of970

great use to simulate experimental spectra to illustrate971

that a modeled structure indeed is compatible with all972

current experiments,.973

Problems with reaction modeling. Despite the gen-974

erally positive perspective, there are major problems in975

reactivity modeling. The first problem is that the num-976

ber of mechanistic alternatives is not known, and a manu-977

ally guided exploration of the potential energy surface can978

miss any number of alternative mechanisms. This makes it979

impossible to conclusively prove that the proposed mech-980

anism is correct. It would be more satisfying to use an981

unbiased global reaction route mapping. This can be done982

for small molecules, and in combination with a multi-scale983

method, also for larger systems[73]. However, it will prob-984

ably take some more time before the full reaction mecha-985

nism for transition-metal enzymes can be explored using986

this method. A full exploration of all stationary points987

could still fail to describe all alternative structures, be-988

cause distortions of the real energy surface can hide sta-989

tionary structures that are important for the description990

of the reaction pathway.991

Another problem is that with so many variables in the992

modeling, and very little experimental data, there is gener-993

ous room for mistakes and misinterpretations of the com-994

putational results. In many studies, the only experimental995

information that is used is the starting structure and the996

rate of the enzymatic reaction. With a number of potential997

sources of error, from the density functional, the descrip-998

tion of environmental effects, or even the execution of the999

calculations, it is possible to arrive at the right barrier1000

height for a number of different (incorrect) reasons.1001
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As an example, in a very early study of the IPNS reac-1002

tion mechanism, an incorrectly converged electronic struc-1003

ture of the Fe-O2 reactant lead to an incorrect barrier for1004

the first reaction step, which led to the authors to discard1005

the later confirmed mechanism[74]. Instead, an alterna-1006

tive mechanism was proposed based on protonation of the1007

substrate prior to the reaction. These results were incon-1008

sistent with later studies[25, 26, 72], but the detail of the1009

reported results made it easy to analyze the origin of the1010

error, and to track down the apparent inconsistency be-1011

tween the studies. A second mechanistic study [26], still1012

failed to explore an alternative mechanism for O-O bond1013

cleavage, partly because a minimal selection of active-site1014

residues artificially destabilized that potential mechanism,1015

and partly because the reaction pathways were not prop-1016

erly explored[27].1017

8. Summary1018

Theoretical models show the similarities and differences1019

in biosynthesis, properties, and reactivity of the oxofer-1020

ryl species in mononuclear iron enzymes. Two-electron1021

reduction of dioxygen to form a Fe(II)-peroxo species, is1022

followed by O-O bond cleavage, the latter reaction often1023

occurring in two discrete steps. Reactions between the1024

oxoferryl species and organic substrates can occur in σ-1025

and π-channels, and the preferred channel depends on the1026

steric effects around the active site. Further, the two dis-1027

tinctive species of Fe(IV)=O, revealed by Mössbauer spec-1028

troscopy and whose identity was proposed based on the1029

computational study, are possibly relevant for specificity1030

of aliphatic chlorination.1031

Explicit consideration of the protein matrix has signif-1032

icant effects (∼10 kcal/mol) on the energy for O2 bind-1033

ing and the stability of the Fe(II)-OOH species in IPNS.1034

The latter effect is an electrostatic response on an electron1035

transfer between substrate and iron. Different multi-scale1036

models give very different electrostatic contributions, by1037

up to 9 kcal/mol. Fortunately, the conclusions from the1038

modeling are still stable, as the barrier heights used to1039

discriminate between mechanisms do not change by more1040

than 5 kcal/mol.1041
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